
Preface 

The workshop on the “History of Speech Communication Research” (HSCR) on 13-14th 

September 2019 in Vienna is now the third one of this kind co-organised by the special 

interest group (SIG) on “The History of Speech Communication Sciences”. The SIG is 

endorsed by ISCA (International Speech Communication Association) and IPA (International 

Phonetic Association). We thank ISCA for their active support of this meeting. 

After the HSCR workshops in Dresden in 2015, and in Helsinki in 2017, the location in 2019 

is Vienna, a place with a long history in speech communication research, with for example 

Wolfgang von Kempelen as an important pioneer. The workshop is also a satellite event of 

the Interspeech 2019 conference in Graz, Austria. 

The workshop shows the research community’s need to reflect its own history. Its relevance 

for the field is illustrated in the development from a special session at the 17th International 

Congress of the Phonetic Sciences in Hong Kong to an independent event organised by the 

SIG. 

This meeting brings together researchers of multiple disciplines such as speech signal 

processing, experimental phonetics, media archaeology, speech archiving, and historical 

musicology. The contributions in this collection reflect this diversity that ranges from speech 

data archives over the history of speech synthesis to research of speech production and speech 

acoustics in the last two centuries. 

As a special pre-workshop event there will be a “Meeting of various replicas of Kempelen's 

speaking machine” on 12th of September in collaboration with the University of Applied Arts 

Vienna. 

The highlights of this workshop are two invited speakers. Peter Donhauser from the Institute 

for Media Archaeology, Austria, gives a lecture on the history of the field ranging “From 

speech- and sound research to applications and products”. Rüdiger Hoffmann from the 

Technical University Dresden concentrates on “The long way of speech synthesis”. Both 

lecturers are prominent heads of their fields and the community can expect insightful 

historical overviews of the respective topics. 
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